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Safr’Inside ™ 

Proprietary clinical study highlighted the anti-stress effect 

of a 30 mg acute intake of Safr’Inside™ while 

participants were undergoing a stressful situation (see 

CTS-0224). In order to better understand the perceived 

effectiveness of Safr’Inside™ and consumers satisfaction 

in the context of a chronic stress, ACTIV’INSIDE 

conducted an open trial under a medical supervision. 

 

I. Open trial design 

a. Recruitment 

102 healthy consumers between 29 and 52 years-old 

were recruited. They all complained about chronic or 

temporary stress. In order to be sure to evaluate the 

benefits of Safr’Inside™ on this population, participants 

were asked not to consume any stress relief solution(s) for 

at least one month before the beginning of the study. 

b. Assessments 

In this study, Safr’Inside™ supplementation lasted 30 days. 

For each participant, a consultation with the herbalist 

practitioner supervising the study took place before and 

after the cure. During this interview, the consumer's state 

of health was validated and he or she answered the 

validated Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), the questions of 

which were asked by the doctor. 

On day 0, 7 and 30 of the cure, consumers answered a 

questionnaire to evaluate the effectiveness of 

Safr’Inside™ and satisfaction. 

c. Supplementation 

From day 0 to day 30, the 102 participants consumed 

twice a day 15mg of Safr’Inside™, providing 0,6mg of 

safranal per day (0,2% UHPLC). 

 

II. A decreased daily stress within 5 days 

Participants reported that they perceived the first effects 

within only 5 days of daily supplementation. In addition, 

84% of them acknowledge that the arrival of the first 

signs of effectiveness quickly appeared.  

Indeed, the reported mean daily stress decreased 

throughout the cure. Initial frequency of a high level of 

stress (>8/10) was decreased by 68% after 7 days of 

supplementation with Safr’Inside™, and by 84% after 30 

days (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Evolution of the percentage of participants with a high 

level of perceived stress between day 0 and day 30 of a 

Safr’Inside™ daily supplementation. 

 

III. Effectiveness validated by a health 

practitioner 

The health practitioner who supervised the open trial 

used the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) validated 

questionnaire to evaluate the stress intensity participants 

were facing in their daily life. 

According to the health practitioner feedback, mean 

consumers score decreased by 39% between day 0 and 

30 to lower itself to a low stress level (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: Mean Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) score before and after a 

supplementation with 30mg/d of Safr’Inside™. 

On closer inspection, Safr’Inside™ allowed in consumers: 

- a 60% reduction in the feeling of being stressed 

or nervous often, 

- 46% less irritability when events were out of 

control, 
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Safr’Inside ™ 

- a 28% increase in the ability to control anger, 

- 26% more confidence in dealing with their 

personal problems. 

 

IV. Better and quicker effectiveness than 

competitors 

50% of the respondents already consumed a stress-relief 

solution such as phytotherapy products, dietary 

supplements or even medicines. 

Those participants emphasized that Safr’Inside™ is more 

effective than other solutions they’ve tried in the past. 

After 30 days of supplementation, nearly 6 out of 10 

judged Safr’Inside™ as more effective than other 

solutions they had tried before. 

Even more, consumers are always looking for the 

solutions with the fastest effectiveness. 85% of the 

respondents says that Safr’Inside™ benefits appeared 

quicker than when using other stress-relief solutions. 

 

V. Safr'Inside™ convinces over 80% of 

consumers 

From D0 to D30, more than 80% of the consumers 

considered Safr’Inside™ to be legitimate to relieve stress. 

Indeed, the product satisfaction reached 84% at the end 

of the 30-days supplementation. 

 

Because they are convinced by Safr’Inside™ 

effectiveness, 74% of them would recommend it to a 

relative after only 7 days of supplementation, and 83% of 

them would do it when asked at the end of the 

supplementation.  

 

Conclusion 

Tested under medical supervision, Safr’Inside™ 

demonstrated effectiveness to relieve chronic stress and 

its manifestations such as irritability or nervousness. Those 

improvements also led to more self-confidence and 

control of own emotions.   

Consumers are convinced and satisfied by the benefits 

of a 30-days cure with Safr’Inside™ and considered it as 

more effective and quicker than other tested solutions. 

Some consumers even shared their surprise at the 

quickness of action of Safr'Inside™ (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Testimony of consumers who participated in the open 

trial under medical supervision. 
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